
 

 

ChooseChooseChooseChoose----AnAnAnAn----Ending Book ReportEnding Book ReportEnding Book ReportEnding Book Report    
    

What to include:What to include:What to include:What to include:    
! On outside front cover:On outside front cover:On outside front cover:On outside front cover:  Title, Author, Illustration, Your Name  Title, Author, Illustration, Your Name  Title, Author, Illustration, Your Name  Title, Author, Illustration, Your Name    
! On inside left sideOn inside left sideOn inside left sideOn inside left side: A brief summary that describes the plot in an : A brief summary that describes the plot in an : A brief summary that describes the plot in an : A brief summary that describes the plot in an 

exciting way that will capture the reader’s interest WITHOUT exciting way that will capture the reader’s interest WITHOUT exciting way that will capture the reader’s interest WITHOUT exciting way that will capture the reader’s interest WITHOUT 
TELLING THE ENDINTELLING THE ENDINTELLING THE ENDINTELLING THE ENDINGGGG    

! On the inside right sideOn the inside right sideOn the inside right sideOn the inside right side: Three separate endings (labeled A, B, and : Three separate endings (labeled A, B, and : Three separate endings (labeled A, B, and : Three separate endings (labeled A, B, and 
C): one of which is the REAL ending and two convincing C): one of which is the REAL ending and two convincing C): one of which is the REAL ending and two convincing C): one of which is the REAL ending and two convincing 
alternatives that you make upalternatives that you make upalternatives that you make upalternatives that you make up    

! On the back outside coverOn the back outside coverOn the back outside coverOn the back outside cover: I will distribute a class list that will be : I will distribute a class list that will be : I will distribute a class list that will be : I will distribute a class list that will be 
pasted to this cover as a checpasted to this cover as a checpasted to this cover as a checpasted to this cover as a checklist for classmates to record when klist for classmates to record when klist for classmates to record when klist for classmates to record when 
they have read your report.they have read your report.they have read your report.they have read your report.    

 
How we will use the reports:How we will use the reports:How we will use the reports:How we will use the reports:    
! Classmates will read and select which of the endings they think is Classmates will read and select which of the endings they think is Classmates will read and select which of the endings they think is Classmates will read and select which of the endings they think is 

the the the the realrealrealreal one (Students who have already read your book will not  one (Students who have already read your book will not  one (Students who have already read your book will not  one (Students who have already read your book will not 
choose).choose).choose).choose).    

! They will give their cThey will give their cThey will give their cThey will give their choices to youhoices to youhoices to youhoices to you————you will save until all the you will save until all the you will save until all the you will save until all the 
reports are read (or until a deadline that Mrs. McKenna gives).reports are read (or until a deadline that Mrs. McKenna gives).reports are read (or until a deadline that Mrs. McKenna gives).reports are read (or until a deadline that Mrs. McKenna gives).    

! We will calculate the percentage of incorrect choices to identify We will calculate the percentage of incorrect choices to identify We will calculate the percentage of incorrect choices to identify We will calculate the percentage of incorrect choices to identify 
who was the most successful at “stumping” their classmates.who was the most successful at “stumping” their classmates.who was the most successful at “stumping” their classmates.who was the most successful at “stumping” their classmates.    

    
Grade based on:Grade based on:Grade based on:Grade based on:    
! QualityQualityQualityQuality summary that is easy to understand and tells the main ideas  summary that is easy to understand and tells the main ideas  summary that is easy to understand and tells the main ideas  summary that is easy to understand and tells the main ideas 

of the plotof the plotof the plotof the plot    
! Accuracy in spelling, sentence structure, punctuation/capitalizationAccuracy in spelling, sentence structure, punctuation/capitalizationAccuracy in spelling, sentence structure, punctuation/capitalizationAccuracy in spelling, sentence structure, punctuation/capitalization    
! Neatness and completeness in following directionsNeatness and completeness in following directionsNeatness and completeness in following directionsNeatness and completeness in following directions    
! See Rubric for further informationSee Rubric for further informationSee Rubric for further informationSee Rubric for further information    

    
**Prepare your cover, summar**Prepare your cover, summar**Prepare your cover, summar**Prepare your cover, summary and choices on white paper and paste y and choices on white paper and paste y and choices on white paper and paste y and choices on white paper and paste 
onto construction paper when you bring it into school.onto construction paper when you bring it into school.onto construction paper when you bring it into school.onto construction paper when you bring it into school.    


